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AN INTERACTIVE MAGAZINE

You just picked up Urban Grind Lifestyle Magazine Volume 3 featuring
the latest in Music, Entertainment
Industry, Culture, and
Fashion. Our interactive
magazine features QR
codes that can be scanned
with your smart phone for
exclusive content like music,
movies, videos and more.
Just scan the QR code and
enjoy. Urban Grind Lifestyle
Apparel featured in this
article can be purchased at UrbanGrindLifestyle.com all pieces are
limited edition prints. Salute to all of our features we have an incredible
issue for you
Follow us @UrbanGrindLifestyle for the latest updates!
Thank you
Wally Lockard III

U R B AN G R I N D L I F E ST Y LE.C OM

This issue is dedicated to my brother and
oldest friend Lil Pat rest easy bro I got this.
#Heavenismyhood #Godismyhomeboy

LIL PAT
AUGUST 4TH 1982 - OCTOBER 3RD 2017

Making Money With Music as an Independent Musician: Knowing What You
Own & What You Can Earn From Your Music
If you want to make money with music today, you need to understand you’re all things
in one. You’re the songwriter, you’re the artist, you’re the label, and you’re the publisher. Each one of these things create income streams you can and should tap. The
problem is most musicians don’t realize where to start to turn these income streams on.
These roles were created by the traditional music industry a long time ago and used to
have separate people or, in some cases, organizations,
handling them. But today, so many artists are independent and can get all of the income streams that come
out of these roles. Given you’re wearing these multiple
hats, here’s what you need to know about what money
you should be making as the person in each role:

You as the Songwriter

As a songwriter you own the song you created. The law automatically gives you the
copyright in your original song. This gets you:
●Performance Royalties
Anytime your music is played, even by you on stage, you can make money. This is
paid to you by Performance Rights Organization (PRO) like ASCAP, BMI, or SESAC -- but only if you’re a member and registered your song as the “Songwriter.”
If they pick up plays of your song in their surveys, they can generate royalties. So,
to make sure you make money here create original music, get it played, become a
member of one of the PROs, register every song you own, and work to get it played
or perform it on stage yourself and turn in your setlists to your PRO.
●Mechanical Royalties
Anytime your song is copied onto CDs, DVDs, Vinyl, or tapes you are entitled to
make money. This is paid to you by the label creating these products. If another label
is using your song, you should work a deal to get the royalties owed. And anytime
your song is recorded by other artists, you’re owed these royalties. These are handled
by organizations like Harry Fox and other mechanical rights organizations.

You as the Artist

As a performer on a song you get:
●Fees for Playing Live
Anytime you perform live, you should make money. This is usually paid by the venue you’re performing at as they collect money at the door from the audience coming
to see you. You need to work a deal with the venue, booker or venue each time you
play out.
●Performance Royalties
Every time the song you performed on is streamed, you make money. This is paid to
you by a special PRO called SoundExchange, but only if you’re a member, the song
is registered, and lists you as a “Featured Performer”. It’s free to register, so sign up
at SoundExchange.com.

You as the Label

As the label you own the master recordings of your songs. This is a separate copyright from the one you own as the songwriter. So, this generates more revenue
streams to tap. Being the owner of the song recording gets you:
●Sales Revenue
Anytime you sell a copy of your sound recording either digitally or as physical product like CDs, Vinyl or tape, you make money.
●Performance Royalties
Anytime your sound recording is streamed on a service like Spotify or Apple Music,
you can make money. This again is paid to you by SoundExchange, but only if
you’re a member, the song is registered and lists you as the “Sound Recording Owner”. Again, it’s free to register, so sign up at SoundExchange.com, so you can get this
money.
All of these income streams can come to you if they are set up properly. If you are
in a band or group, this can get confusing since there are two decisions to make
which are usually written out in a band agreement. The first is deciding who in the
group will get what income each role generates. The second is to decide who has the
responsibility to administer and handle each role so you can get paid. If no one takes
on the publisher role in your group, then no one is working to get the music placed
TV, film, advertising, or movie trailers and therefore the music won’t generate those
performance or sync royalties mentioned above for anyone -- songwriter, publisher,
featured performer or sound recording owner.
Billboard Magazine called Randy Chertkow and Jason Feehan “the ideal mentors for
aspiring indie musicians who want to navigate an ever-changing music industry.”

J

ohn Blu has proven that in this music industry it takes major
sacrifice before any type of success. The singer, songwriter and
producer has a resume with production credits for some of the hottest
songs you have heard on the radio. The list includes producing and
writing the hook on Future’s Pluto album for the song “Parachute”
featuring R. Kelly, producing and writing on Eric Bellinger’s Rebirth album for the song “Pandora,” and producing and writing on DJ
Khaled’s artist Vado song “Straight for the Summer” featuring Fabolous and Kirko Bangz. John Blu has had the opportunity to work with
Timbaland, Devyne Stephens, Da Internz, Bobby Valentino, Day

THE R&B BULLY
26, Twista, Jeremih, D-Low and so many more accomplished
artists in the music game.
John Blu has come a long way since his break out single, “In
Love with Your Booty,” that eventually climbed to the #32 spot
on Billboard’s mainstream R&B
charts in 2010. The success of the
single caught the attention of record
executive Wayne Williams, which
led to a record deal with Jive Records. John’s follow up single
“Cologne” peeked on the Billboard
R&B charts in 2011 as well. Fast
forward to 2017, John Blu is an independent singer, songwriter, producer and all around entertainer with
his own production company titled
SINGLE MAKERS.
Now the Chicago Native is expanding his brand even further by not
only releasing a brand new album as an independent artist, but
also he has partnered up with fashion designer Cody with KODI
designs to release a clothing line in which both will be titled
“Sacrifice Before Success.” Fans can expect songs on the project to include features by Chicago’s very own Shawnna, G-Herbo, Bo Deal, Bre-Z, Zoey Dollaz, Eric Bellinger, Feathy, Katie
Got Bandz, Bump J, Shawn Holmes and Rio DeZonero. Fans can
expect the clothing line and album to drop at the end of October.
SCAN QR CODE
Social Media links:
Facebook & Twitter: John Blu
Instagram: johnblu_
PR Contact info:
Ms. Breezy 708-510-3697
breezyent1@gmail.com

UNCLE SAM

SERVICES
“VETERAN BUSINESS OWNERS PARTNERS & EMPLOYEES”
REFERRAL SOURCE.”

UNCLESAMSERVICES.COM

WWW.

UNCLE SAM SERVICES IS A VETERAN OWNED
REFERRAL SOURCE.
Our Veterans have served our country & are now Owners, Partners & Employees in the business
world. Their Commitment, Integrity & Pride is the foundation of Uncle Sam Services & your
piece of mind.

BUSINESS OWNERS, PARTNERS & EMPLOYEES

HAND SALUTE OR 5 STAR RATING TO QUALIFY
NATIONAL BACKGROUND CHECK, B.B.B.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
10% DISCOUNT
*FREE LEADS
*FREE BIDS,FREE QUOTES, FREE LEADS
REFERRAL REWARDS

CONSUMERS
SAVE MONEY BY ENROLLING FOR UP TO 10 MONTHS
NATIONAL BACKGROUND CHECK FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL SERVICES
CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPPORT
ESCROW ACCOUNT FOR PAYMENTS & EASY PAYMENT DISBURSEMENT FOR PURCHASE ORDERS
REQUEST QUOTES AND RECEIVE BIDS
ACTIVATE & DEACTIVATE YOUR ACCOUNT
PAUSE OR HIDE ACCOUNT
REFERRAL REWARDS

TO LL F R EE 8 4 4 -H I R E SAM
84 4 -4 47-3 7 2 6

HeartBr8k Rebel is an American Hip Hop artist
born June 2, 1996 on the Southside of Chicago
and raised by his adoptive Grandmother. His early
musical influences were artists like Tupac, 50 cent,
Crucial Conflict and Drake. A young HeartBr8k
Rebel started writing poems and short stories in
the 2nd grade and received awards for his writing
throughout grade school. HeartBr8k Rebel took his
talent to the theater performing in stage plays at
a young age and writing his first rap after hearing
Tupac’s song “Brenda’s Got a Baby.”
HeartBr8k Rebel started making beats and recording on Garage Band with dreams of becoming a
huge star. He would battle all the kids at school
and was quickly recognized as the best rapper
in his neighborhood. His life changed forever
when his adoptive Grandmother passed away
Christmas Day 2012. HeartBr8k Rebel was
left to fend for himself at the age of 16. After
staying with a family member for a short while
he found himself out on the streets homeless.
The Department of Children and Family Services declared him a ward of the state and
he fell into the system.
It was in the system at a seminar for unemployed DCFS kids that HeartBr8k Rebel met
Dan Breslin, a man that would change his
life. Dan was mentoring HeartBr8k Rebel and
the two connected over their love for music
and their success in overcoming their own
struggles. In 2017 HeartBr8k Rebel signed a
record deal with Dan’s record label Diamond
Equity Entertainment and immediately hit
the studio working on his debut EP produced by platinum producer Wildstyle of
Crucial Conflict. His untitled EP features
music with Tink, King Louie, Lil Bibby, Jaz
O, Nature from The Firm and more. For
music, videos, and his mailing list go to
HeartBr8kRebel.com and follow him @
Heart_Br8k_Rebel on Instagram.

HeartBr8kRebel.com
Instagram @Heart_Br8k_Rebel

PHOTO COURTESY OF
FACEBOOK/KINGDAVIDESTRADA

RUS T BLADE SITS DOWN WITH
PROFESSIONAL BOXER KING DAVID

ARTICLE BY RUS T BLADE

RB: How did you get started boxing?
KD: I got started when I was 14. My Grandfather and two of my uncles were
boxers. They never tried to push it on me. One day I woke up and decided I
should try this. I never did it before, so I told my pops, “Hey Dad, I wanna try
boxing. I wanna be a boxer.” He looked at me like, damn, where is this coming
from? We never tried to push this on you. Do you really wanna box? I said,
“yeah.” So we found me a gym. I was 14 the first day I stepped foot in the gym,
after I was done training I knew I was going to be a fighter. When I grew up I
knew that’s what I was gonna do. I instantly fell in love with it.
RB: What’s the name of the gym you started training in?
KD: That was Brooks Park on the Northside.
RB: When did you have your first amateur and professional fights?
KD: My first amateur fight was about 3 months after I started training. I fought
in the Chicago Park Districts and I won the gold medal. My first professional
fight I had when I was 20 years old.
RB: Did you win your first professional fight?
KD: I won my first 15 fights. My first year I fought like 8 or 9 times. It was
almost like every month I was fighting.
RB: So as of right now what is your record?
KD: Right now I’m 29-6 with 19 knockouts.
RB: At one time you held the belt, what weight class did you box in?

KD: I always fought between Welterweight and Jr. Middleweight. I fight
for both of the divisions which in Welterweight is 147 pounds and Jr. Middleweight is 154 pounds. I kinda been bouncing back and forth almost my
whole career, but when I held my highest rankings they were mostly at welterweight. I was ranked number 2 in the world in the IBF at Welterweight
at the same time I was ranked number 8 in the world in the WBC and 8 in
the world in the WBO so all across the line at the same time at 147 Welterweight.
RB: When we last spoke you were training to fight in Mexico, correct?
KD: Yeah, I fought over there twice. Actually the first fight I fought over
there I won the Jalisco State title. I was able to fight for it because that’s
where my family is from even though I wasn’t born there. So that qualified
me to fight for it and I won it by knockout. The second fight I had there was
for the Pacific Title which is the Pacific coast of Mexico. There’s 8 states
and I won that by knockout too. It made my rankings in the WBC go up and
I’m trying to get myself back up in the top ten.
RB: Do you currently hold the belt?
KD: Right now I do have the Pacific Title for right now.
RB: Man, you a beast and that’s real talk. How did you come up with the
name King David? Is it biblical in a sense?
KD: Man, it is in a sense it came about with my trainer at the time. In boxing, you’re not supposed to give yourself a name, somebody supposed to
give it to you. Know what I mean? Somebody usually gives you a name and
it sticks. So my trainer and one of my boys felt that should be my name and
it stuck from there.
RB: So as of right now what is your ranking?
KD: Right now I have no idea. Because the way I am, if I’m not ranked in
the top 10 in the world I’m not ranked at all. If I could be ranked number 11
and for me that means I’m not ranked. I don’t consider that because most of
my career I was ranked in the top 10. I’m just trying to break through and
get myself back in the top 10.
RB: Anything else you want the world to know about King David Estrada?
KD: Yeah. I want them to know I’m gonna pick this training up and take
it up another notch. I’m gonna train through the holidays, get in real good
shape and they can look out for something early next year.

F M AN D HEC N ATI O N

T

here’s no secret that Chicago has become the hot spot
for an untapped variety of hip hop talent; and nothing
more can be said about the combination of Grand National
Ink. Hec Nation & FM has forged a unique sound that has
catapulted them up the ranks of the Chicago music scene. Opening for national acts
such as Lil Yatchy, T.I, Pnb Rock, Mobb
Deep, Three-Six Mafia and more, GNI is
set to take the headlining stage. With past
bangers like “It’s Whateva” & “We Know
Dat,” this duo delivers songs with spontaneous lyrics lined with harmonious hooks
that would have you
subconsciously scattin’
their tunes while doing laundry. GNI is
currently gearing up to release their EP
“New Age” and recently dropped the
second single “Runnin On the Set”. The
single is produced by Chicago’s own Xcel
Beats and has picked up considerable
steam in a very short time. Take a look out the window and
check the forecast, because this storms a brewin!

SCAN QR CODE

Website - grandnationalink.com
Instagram - @grandnationalink
Twitter - @GrandNatInk
Facebook - GrandNationalInk

O

n a cold snowy day at a downtown Chicago hospital,
K’Valentine made her entrance into this world. She served as
an early Christmas gift for her mother. The news of her birth also excited
her father, who at the time, was incarcerated in another state. At an early
age, in spite of many family hardships, K’Valentine excelled academically
and in the Arts. Anything associated with creativity was and still is her
forte.
As a little girl, K’s exceptional artistic ability was so evident that
it’s no surprise that music became her life’s passion. When she discovered the power of hip hop, it became her first love. Soon enough, she was
impressing friends and family with her vast knowledge about the world
of hip hop. K’Valentine began her lyrical journey by writing poetry to get
out emotions she wanted to express. After a chance meeting with world
renowned poet laureate Dr. Maya Angelou before she passed, K’Valentine
was encouraged to practice until she mastered her craft. On the advice of
Dr. Angelou, K wrote poetry non-stop and those poems eventually
transitioned into songs.
After reciting poetry at numerous spoken word events and
receiving positive feedback, it was time for K to finally get in the booth.
Shortly after she released her debut project, “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” 2011.

“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” gave listeners their first look into
K’Valentine’s heart. She wrote about personal subjects but she also
wasn’t scared to get down and dirty on the microphone. On Valentine’s
Day 2013, K’Valentine dropped her second mixtape, “K’Valentine’s
Day,” which picked up where Breakfast at Tiffany’s left off.
In 2014, K’Valentine linked up with Javotti Media, a label owned
by hip hop star Talib Kweli, and began to work on her third mixtape,
Million Dollar Baby. Million Dollar Baby finds K’Valentine rhyming
over tracks that are new as well as her versions of existing hits, giving
the listener a well rounded perspective of a young lady that can lyrically
spar with the best of them. You can also find K’Valentine’s contributions
to the world of music on Javotti Media’s mixtape, The Cathedral, which
placed K in the company of esteemed artists such as Big K.R.I.T. Joell
Ortiz, Curren$y, NIKO IS and more. In 2015 K was featured on the joint
album from Talib Kweli and 9th Wonder, Indie 500 and in 2016 she was
featured on the latest Javotti Media’s mixtape, “Awful People are Great
at Parties” with production from some of the top names in the game
including Kaytranada, Hi Tek and the late great J Dilla.
K’Valentine’s love for music has given her a calling, and she is
here to answer that call. The music she makes is not just wonderful for
the listener, but has also been her therapy to get through life’s trying
times. As beautiful as she is talented, her experience is valuable and
her voice is needed. Her debut album, “Here for a Reason,” is set to be
released early 2017. Experience K’Valentine and enjoy!

SCAN QR CODE

KVALENTINE.COM

The UniverSoul Circus is a world-class, live entertainment
attraction that has captured the hearts and imaginations of a new
generation of families. Celebrating its 23rd Anniversary, the
UniverSoul Circus has come full circle in its influence in the
international entertainment marketplace
garnering the distinction of being known as
a one-of-a-kind, must see attraction. Most
recently, UniverSoul was the most prominently featured attraction at the Global
Winter Wonderland, an international pop
up theme park in Altanta, GA owned by one
of the largest entertainment companies in
the world.
Since it’s first performance in 1994, The UniverSoul Circus
has presented more than 10,000 performances to live audiences,
exceeding 19 million people and has been seen in more than 60
million households on both local and
national television networks. The Emmy
nominated HBO special remained in
rotation for more than six (6) years.
Not since Disney has a brand had such
relevance to a new generation. The
PICTURES COURTESY OF UNIVERSOUL CIRCUS

UniverSoul Circus connects with progressive, upwardly mobile,
urban pop cultures from around the world. It embraces and
celebrates the unique and familiar aspects of global cultures and
ethnicities into a stellar production that blends circus arts,
theater and music.
The UniverSoul Circus is rated by industry leaders as one
of the top three circuses in America along with Ringling
Brothers and Cirque du Soleil. The UniverSoul’s fresh, cool and
hip approach to live family entertainment has earned it a
coveted spot as one of Ticketmaster’s top ten most requested
family attractions. The UnverSoul Circus will be in Chicago
from October 4th-October 29th in Washington Park tickets are
available at Universoulcircus.com. This year UniverSoul Circus
partnered up with Chance the Rapper’s charitable organization Social Works to donate 1,000 tickets to the Chicago Public
School Schools. Come on out and see for yourself the
#BestCircusEveaar.

SCAN TO BUY TICKETS

FRESH

LAILA
ENTREPRENEUR
MODEL
TALENT MANAGER
TV HOST
LAILAPEREZOFFICIAL

You know people with multiple personalities, with Jay
Davis you just have to choose one. Jay is a writer, producer,
director, actor, comedian and radio personality from Bellwood,
Il. Constructing Jay Davis Entertainment was not a hard task
for this one man band; furthermore he has implemented all of
his talents and put them into action.
Jay has been writing for 5 years in the movie industry.
His first work of recognition started with the MisAdventures of
J Davis Episodes 1-10 and due to an amazing web presence Jay
was forced to release the episodes on DVD in August 2010. By
November 2010 Jay had already started his next venture and
first feature film based of the web series, The Misadventures of
J Davis Presents: The Hostile Takeover, which premiered at the
Portage Theater in Chicago April 23, 2011. Over 500 people were
in attendance for the premiere of this funny but well thought
out movie about being at the wrong place at the wrong time.
Jay signed a distribution deal for this film with SGL Entertainment in August of 2011. The Hostile Takeover was screened
at the American Film
Market in Los Angeles.
JAYDAVISFILMS.COM

P HOTO S CO U R T E SY O F JAY DAVI S
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IT'S ABOUT PEOPLE

ARTICLE BY MARTIN ATKINS

GRAMMY WINNING MUSICIAN AND SAE INSTITUTE MUSIC DEPARTMENT CHAIR

Y

our job is to make sure that you are creating
merchandise to complete the circle.
Merchandising is an essential part of the touring
process, especially now. It is also the backbone of
information for a new band with not much of a track
record. It is no longer about trying to sell 10,000 CDs
to 10,000 people. It is about selling more things to
fewer, more-invested people, in a shorter amount of
time, before attention is distracted. Frightened? You
need to sell three CDs, ten downloads, two shirts, a
recipe book, some art and a hoodie to 1000 people...
It all adds up!
None of this is about money. It’s about momentum
and the ability for you to do the most cool and Important thing: make music, communicate with people, and
keep it going. It all needs money. The vehicle (literally and figuratively) needs fuel. You can tell me that
your music is the most important thing in the world
to you, but unless you have a few hundred dollars in
your pocket, you’re not going to be able to remix the
track that just doesn’t work on your new album. So,
my response really is: fuck the fuck off and get real...
The art vs. business thing was old ten years ago and
is just a lame-ass smoke screen, OK? Sell some shit!
Leave your mark so you can come back to a better
show next time.

A WELL-STOCKED
MERCHANDISE
BOOTH WITH
UNIQUE, COOL,
AND HARD-TOFIND ITEMS WILL
BE ANOTHER
POWERFUL
REASON FOR
PEOPLE TO
COME TO THE
SHOW.

MERCH - PRO CHECKLIST
1. ROLL YOUR SHIRTS AND MARK SIZES ON THE ENDS WITH MASKING TAPE.
2. DON’T GIVE CHANGE! OVERPRICE YOUR STICKERS AND GIVE THEM AWAY INSTEAD!
3. WHEN THE CLUB GOUGES A HIGH PERCENTAGE, USE TWO TALLYS — ONLY SETTLE
ONE. OUCH. (DON’T LET YOUR PROMOTERS READ THIS!)
4. HAVE MORE THAN ONE FUCKING SHIRT, IN MORE THAN ONE FUCKING SIZE AND IN 		
MORE THAN ONE FUCKING COLOR!
5. HAVE LIGHTS AND FLAT SCREENS FOR YOUR BOOTH! BE AWESOME AND MAGNETIC!
6. YOU ARE YOUR OWN FUCKING CHAIN STORE — ACT LIKE IT.
7. HAVE A TIP JAR!
8. NEVER HAVE AN ASSHOLE BEHIND YOUR BOOTH. IT IS THE MAIN DISTRIBUTION 		
POINT FOR GROOVYNESS.
9. UPSELL. YOU ONLY GET THE DJ BAG WHEN YOU SPEND $100 OTHERWISE IT’S N F S!
10. IF SOMEONE DOESN’T HAVE MONEY, GIVE THEM SHIT ANYWAY. YOU’LL CATCH THEM
NEXT TIME — YOU WILL.
11. FOR FUCKS SAKE, GET SQUARE!
12. NEVER GO TO THE DRESSING ROOM AT THE END OF THE SHOW. GO STRAIGHT OFF
STAGE TO THE BOOTH.
13. BLOCK TRAFFIC WITH YOUR BODY.
14. SIGN EVERYTHING AND GIVE GIFTS TO EVERYONE.
15. SET UP YOUR BOOTH WHERE YOU KNOW IT NEEDS TO BE SET UP, NOT WHERE YOU
ARE TOLD. FUCK THAT. (AGAIN, DON’T LET YOUR PROMOTERS SEE THIS!)
16. HELP OTHER BANDS SELL THEIR SHIT. BE NICE.
17. MAKE SOME OF IT YOURSELF. THERE’S MORE OF A MARGIN ON A $2.50 SHIRT AND
THEY’RE EASIER TO GIVE AWAY.
18. DON’T TAKE YOUR BOOTH DOWN UNTIL THE LAST BARTENDER HAS LEFT. THEY 		
HAVE MONEY! AND BOOZE!
19. A.H.S.E.T.S! ALWAYS HAVE SOMETHING ELSE TO SELL!

THE DIRE-WOLF OF ROBINSON WOODS
BY JOHN DANIEL

@CRYPTIDCITY

It was Halloween night of 2009 and my friends and I were gearing up to
tear down the town. So we all got dressed up, not putting too much thought
into my costume I quickly gathered the materials to be
a Jack Kerouac inspired beatnik poet. From the Bongo
to the beret and fake goatee, I inhabited the spirit of the
road. As is the tradition, my friends and I had planned to
pre-game at my friend’s house in Norridge. As my friend
Iris and I headed north up Cumberland Ave. we passed
Robinson Woods in Schiller Park. That is when I had
an experience that at the time I could only describe as
a run in with a “Werewolf.”
As we came up upon Schiller Forest Preserve
portion of the Robinson Woods, there was a stretch of
road where the Forest Preserve is on the left side of you
to the west and the blocks on your right are completely
residential. As the car came up upon an opening in the trees, out of the corner of my eye I saw moving fast start to dart into the street. Like lightning, I
saw this creature bolt across the two oncoming traffic lanes, over the segregated street divider and right in front of my car. If I had seen it two seconds
later, I would not have had the time to react and slam on the breaks of my
car before whatever this creature was landed directly in front of my car. For
the briefest of moments, time stood still for us as I saw in front of me an
unnaturally large, stark white wolf. Larger than any wolf or dog I had ever
saw; I could instantly recognize that what I was witnessing was unnatural.
Easily longer than the front of my car, this wolf was at least easily eight to
ten feet long and about as tall as small horse. I soaked in every detail from
the glint of its fangs to the look pupil of its eye. As quick as it was there, it
was soon gone. The Wolf continued down its path down a side street of a
residential area.
The rest of that night, I told everyone I who would listen about the
“Were-Wolf” that I saw. Some people believed me, some didn’t. When a
few years later a small independent, television show premiered on HBO

called Game of Thrones, I saw again on screen once again what I saw on
that street that night when the show introduces the Dire-Wolves of House
Stark. A quick search on Wikipedia describes Dire-Wolves as “an extinct
species of the genus Canis. The Dire-Wolf lived in the Americas 125,000–
10,000 years ago. The Dire-Wolf was about the same size as the largest
modern gray wolves.” The Game of Thrones Wikipedia however describes
the Dire-Wolves as “large as a small horse, and can rip a man’s arm from
its socket. Physically, they are not simply larger versions of wolves, but
have slightly different proportions than their smaller cousins; their heads
are larger with a leaner, more pronounced muzzle, their legs are longer in
proportion to their body, and they have proportionately larger teeth that
are often used to crush bones.” This Description fits more with the
creature I saw.
Robinson Woods has a dark history and is considered one of the
most haunted places in the Chicagoland area. In 1829, the land was granted to Alexander Robinson, the English surname of Chief Chee-chee-pinquay, a mixed raced Native American Chief of the Potawatomi, Ottawa
and Chippewa Nations. The land was a gift to him for his role in the
signing of the Treaty of Prairie du Chien in which he negotiated peace
between the natives and the settlers of Chicago. His family would go on
to live on and be buried on the land until 1955 when their family home
mysteriously burned down. Later on that year, near the family cemetery
the bodies of three young teenagers were discovered murdered and the
case unsolved for over 40 years. In 1973, the final member of the Robinson family died and was denied by the Cook County Board of Sanitation.
An act many believe woke and angered the spirits of those buried on the
grounds. Legends and local superstitions in the area tell stories of a Water Pump that is considered to be a “Fountain of Youth” and is thought to
have healing properties.
Looking into Robinson woods, it’s very easy to see why I would
have such a weird experience that night. The Robinson Woods are filled
with a dark presence and has many passed down stories of terrors in the
woods. On Halloween of 2009, I saw large Wolf like creature run across
the road right in front of my car. Though I’ll never have a definitive
answer to what the beast was, I’ll never rid myself of the memory of the
Dire-Wolf of Robinson Woods.

CRYPTIDCITY.COM

COMCAST CABLE 25
CHICAGO

WEDNESDAY 11PM

AWARD WINNING COMAST CABLE SHOW

FEATURING MUSIC, ENTERTAINMENT, INDUSTRY
CULTURE, FASHION AND SPORTS

TOLL FREE 888-380-1913

TELEVISION INTERVIEWS | EVENT COVERAGE | MUSIC VIDEOS
TV COMMERCIALS | RADIO PROMO | WEB DESIGN

AVAILABLE ON
@URBANGRINDTV
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AS WE APPROACH THE END TO ANOTHER YEAR IT’S ONLY RIGHT THAT WE CONTINUE
TO INFORM OUR READERS ABOUT CULTURALLY IMPACTFUL EVENTS. FOR THE PAST 10
YEARS THE SOUTHERN COALITION MOVEMENT HAS PROVIDED THE MID-SOUTH AND
BEYOND WITH ONE OF THE BEST AWARD SHOWS AROUND. FOUNDED BY JAY SHIELDS
CEO IN 2008 IT HAS BECOME ONE OF THE MAIN STAPLES IN HIP-HOP. SINCE ITS
INAUGURATION THE SCM AWARDS HAS BEEN A STAR-STUDDED AFFAIR. FROM THE
LIKES OF MAJOR AND INDEPENDENT ARTIST TO WORLD RENOWNED DJS, RADIO
PERSONALITIES, BLOGGERS, MODELS, ETC. BEYOND THE ENTERTAINMENT THE SCM
AWARDS SPOT LIGHTS SMALL BUSINESSES AND COMMUNITY LEADERS AS WELL.
FROM STATE LEGISLATURES TO PROMINENT RELIGIOUS FIGURES THE SCM AWARDS
RECOGNIZES EVERYONE. SOME OF THE HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 9TH ANNUAL SCM
AWARDS WERE THE OG DJ BIGGA RANKIN BEING DECLARED THE LIFETIME HOST OF
THE AWARDS SHOW. DJ BIGG V WAS CROWNED MALE DJ OF THE YEAR WHILE DJ MS.
HYPNOTIQUE WAS CROWNED FEMALE DJ OF THE YEAR. THE HEBREW ISRAELITES WON
INTERNET RADIO STATION OF THE YEAR WHILE URBAN GRIND TV WAS AWARDED
THE INDUSTRY SERVICE AWARD. SURROUNDING THE AWARDS SHOW ARE WEEKLONG
EVENTS FROM DJ CONFERENCES, TO PRE-SHOWS, MEET AND GREETS AND MORE. THE
SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY IS REAL. MAKE SURE YOU GO TO THE WWW.SCMAWARDS.
COM TO PURCHASE TICKETS FOR THE 2018 AWARDS SHOW.

TRU HORRORSCOPES
WITH SWAMI DANIEL
ARIES

YOU WILL DEVELOP CANNIBALISTIC QUALITIES.

TAURUS

MILKING A BULL INSTEAD OF A COW PRODUCES THE SOUREST MILK
YOU’VE EVER TASTED.

GEMINI

YOUR EVIL TWIN WILL BETRAY YOU.

CANCER

THAT’S NOT A PIMPLE.

LEO

KEEP ONE EYE OPEN AS YOU SLEEP IF YOU KNOW WHAT’S GOOD
FOR YOU.

VIRGO

TAKE THE TEST. WHATEVER THE RESULTS, AT LEAST YOU’LL KNOW.

LIBRA

YOU’RE ADOPTED!

SCORPIO

A VAST FORTUNE AWAITS YOU.

SAGITTARIUS

INSURANCE IS FOR SUCKERS!

CAPRICORN

LAXATIVE CURES THAT PROBLEM YOU’RE HAVING.

AQUARIUS

YOUR HARD WORK PAYS OFF NOW.

PISCES

YOU’LL BE FORGIVEN OF ALL LEGAL DEBTS AFTER YOU FAKE YOUR
OWN DEATH.

